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ABSTRACT
Natural language Processing (NLP) is one of the upcoming research areas of computer science. There are many
applications of NLP, but in the last decade, most of the effort in this field is inclined towards machine
translation. A lot of work is available for the machine translation of English and Hindi. Some work is also
undertaken for the translation of Indian languages, therefore; there has been a revolutionary research in
development of text in machine readable form. Currently efforts are being made for developing large parallel
corpora for most Indian languages, which is a much-needed linguistic resource for the development of
Statistical Machine Translation systems. This paper introduces the concept of parallel corpus, its need and
application in natural language processing. The various projects undertaken for the development of parallel
corpus, followed by tools where parallel corpus is applied is also presented. The need of development of this
resource for languages with low computational resources is also discussed.
Keywords : Text Corpus, Speech Corpus, Parallel Corpora, Natural Language Processing, Low Resource
Languages

I. INTRODUCTION

deep learning methods. The statistical approach of
MT is widely used as most systems developed using

Machine Translation Systems are in great demand

this method have highly accurate results.

and are widely in use. For the past few years, a

II. THE STATISTICAL APPROACH

number of Machine Translation Systems has been
developed for Indian as well as foreign languages.
The efficiency of a machine translation system

of machine translation is being widely used for the

depends upon the accuracy rate of the output
produced by the system. Therefore, machine

purpose of achieving efficient outputs. These systems
require a large parallel corpus and the working is

translation is not mere dictionary based substitution

based on statistical methods like the Bayes‟ Theorem.

of words of one natural language into another natural

The text to be translated is matched with that in the

language, but it needs to preserve the meaning of the

corpus and translation is done with the text has

sentences just like a human translator. There are

maximum

many available approaches that can be used for

translation systems that display highly accurate

machine translation. Some famous approaches are:

results have been developed for the following

Direct, Indirect and statistical. Recently machine

language

translation systems are also being developed based on

English-Urdu, Telugu, Gujarati-English, Bengali -
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frequency.

pairs:

Some

statistical

Hindi-Punjabi,

machine

Punjabi-English,

41

English etc. As read in the literature, the SMT output

also be domain specific for example corpora

is coarse due to lack of corpora for Indian languages

containing only technical text or corpora for the

or due to small size of the corpus. As studied by NJ

medical domain, tourism etc.

Khan et.al. , the results of SMT system that takes the
[6]

Indian language (Hindi, Urdu, Bengali, Tamil,

A parallel corpus is a collection of texts, translated

Malayalam, Telugu) sentences as input and it

into one or more languages. If it involves two

generates corresponding closest translation in English.

languages such that one of the corpora is an exact

The translation of over 800 sentences were evaluated

translation of the other, then it is referred as a

using

bilingual corpus If some corpora involves more than

automatic

evaluation

metric

i.e.

BLEU

evaluation. The reported average BLEU score was 10% one language such that one of the corpora is an exact
to 20% for all the languages. It is concluded by the

translation of the more than one language, it is called

authors in their study that the quality of translation is

multilingual parallel corpora.

directly dependent on the scope and quality of
parallel language corpora.

IV. NEED FOR PARALLEL CORPUS

Statistical methods are not only being used for the

To enhance research on computational linguistics,

development of machine translation systems but also
for the evaluation of machine translation systems.

there is a great need to generate linguistic resources
which can further be used for developing tools that

Evaluation of the output produced by the machine

can be used for languages that are computationally

translators is very important. Earlier the evaluation of

low-resourced. Dogri is one such language which has

these systems was completely manual i.e. the

how computational resources. It is a language used in

evaluation was done by linguists manually. Therefore,
it was time consuming and a cumbersome process.

the state of Jammu and Kashmir. It is a constitutional
language of India. Presently, there is no work done so

Presently many statistical evaluation tools are

far related to the technological development of Dogri

available. Some widely used automatic evaluation

and which is the need of the hour. Only one tool that

tools are: BLUE, NIST etc.

is the Hindi to Dogri machine translation system
developed by the author in 2014 is available for the

The major requirement of any statistical tool is the

automatic translation of Hindi Text into Dogri text.

parallel corpus. The accuracy any statistical tool
whether a statistical machine translation system or a

V. CHARACTERISTICS OF CORPUS

statistical evaluation system depends on the size of
the corpus used by it.

I. The corpus should be as large as possible, since
the accuracy of the system developed depends on

III. CORPUS

the size/quantity of the corpus used.
II. It should have a variety of text/speech samples.

A corpus is a collection of text or phrases of a
language that can be used as a sample of the language.

The efficiency of the system also depends on the
variety of samples in the corpus. Therefore, the

Corpus can be text as well as spoken. Collection of

quality of the corpus must be varied.

spoken/speech corpus is difficult as compared to text
corpus. Corpus can also be a part of a larger corpora,
such a corpus is called sub corpora. Sub corpora can
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VI. INITIATIVES TAKEN FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PARALLEL CORPUS FOR

at ICON 2008. It contains 50K sentence pairs taken
mainly from news articles.

INDIAN LANGUAGES
 WMT (Workshop on Machine Translation)


In 2014, WMT introduced English-Hindi as an

GyanNidhi Parallel Text Corpus

It contains million pages multilingual parallel text

experimental, low resource language pair.

corpus in English and 11 Indian languages. It is a
useful resource that can be used for as improving



translation system, and also be useful for other

was developed using the existing Hindi to Punjabi

applications such as spell checkers dictionaries. Kiran

machine translation system developed by Vishal

Pala, Sriram Chaudary, Lakshmi Narayana kodavali

Goyal. Vishal Goyal and Pardeep Kumar (2010) have

and Keshav Singhal (2008) have worked on the

contributed by developing the parallel corpus for this

alignment of English to Hindi texts in Gyan Nidhi

language pair.

The Hindi-Punjabi parallel corpus:

parallel corpus at sentence level.

VII.


CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

ILCI (Indian Languages Corpora Initiative)

This project is funded by Technology Development
for Indian Languages (TDIL) unit of Ministry of

In current situation of NLP, research is progressing
for Indian languages that have the required linguist

Communication and Information Technology (MCIT)

resources for their automization, whereas the

for building parallel corpus for major Indian

computationally low resources languages are still

languages including English.

struggling Low resourced languages are the languages

The project is aimed at building parallel corpora for

for which the computational resources required for
the automatic translation of two languages are not

Hindi (SL). It is focused on two domains namely:

available. Computational resources like machine

health and tourism.

readable dictionary, corpora etc are very important
for the development of NLP tools. It is very



EMILLE Corpus

challenging in terms of time and money to start from

The EMILLE Corpus is a collaborative effort by the

scratch. Dogri is one such low resourced language.

EMILLE

Language

The only NLP tool for this language is the HINDI-

Engineering), Lancaster University, UK, and the

Dogri machine translation system developed by the

Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Mysore,

author. The author is also working on the

India.

The EMILLE/CIIL Corpus (ELRA-W0037) is

development of this resource using the existing

distributed free of charge for use in non-profit-

HINDI-DOGRI machine translation system. to make

making research only.

way in this field. The plight is that a computer

Project

(Enabling

Minority

researcher has a financial constraint to develop the


TIDES

linguist resources and on the other hand, a linguist

It is a Hindi-English corpus which was originally

lacks the computational knowledge. The state of art is

collected for the DARPA-TIDES surprise language

that the research on NLP for these computationally

contest in 2002. It was later refined at IIIT

low resourced languages can progress only if the

Hyderabad and provided for the NLP Tools Contest

required resources are developed, enabling the
regional languages researchers to find flaws in the
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available

methods

and

develop

new

issue2 (Apr. - Jun. 2015), ISSN : 2347 - 8446

techniques/algorithms. Therefore, the development
of these resources must be encouraged for the

(Online) ISSN : 2347 - 9817 (Print)
[7].

processing of every low resourced Indian language.

Raghavendra Udupa U, et. Al, “ An EnglishHindi Statistical Machine Translation System”,
Part of the Lecture Notes in Computer Science
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